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Birds have lived with humans in urban environments since they were first constructed.
Hurnans and some birds find that urban areas readily provide food, water and shelter. Population
density, therefore, also can be much greater in cities than in natural environments. Bird species
that do well in urban habitats are adaptable and able to adjust to the opportunities 4nd conshaints
ofurban life. Alien bird species such as the rock dove, European starling and house sparow are
cornmon in the cities of our nation and also me found in our area.

Many bird species, unforhm ately, do not do well in cities. This is especially true of
species that feed in or-beneatl shrubs (like Common ground doves) and are low-flying or nest on
the ground Qike Gambel's quail). Ground cover in most urban landscapes is limited and does
not provide adequate hiding meas for the birds from cats, dogs or other predators. kisect-eating
birds, like flycatchers and warblers, also are much less common in more urban, less vegetated
areas-

Southern Arizona is noted for its diverse bird life, which gets even richer during
migration periods in spring and fall when many birds pass through on their way to or from their
wintering grounds further south. Natural areas with high plant species diversity and low human
population densities typically support a greater number of bird species than rnban areas. Iia the
Tucson area" particularly where residential development has maintained ttre native vegetation,
madry bird species can persist. The bird species count for Tucson in 2001 was 140, some 66 of
which have been spotted in the CatT area. And there are ways to encourage birds. The best way
is to make sure there are large areas of native vegetation where birds can find the resources that
backyards sid manicured landscapes can't provide. Plarrts should be of various sizes, shapes
and growth forms (forbs, sbrubs, trees) to satisfy the varied needs of different bird species: fo'r
nesting sites, hiding places, roosts, and look-out perches. Native plants prorzide the native
insects or native firiits the birds know and desire. Dead trees and limbs should be left in place if
possible so they can be used as perches or nests.

It is not necessary to have bird feeders in our yards to enjoy their presence.
Homeoumers, however, who do provide food should be very cmefirl. Feeding stations and
birdbaths can spread bird diseases; damp or spoiled food can cause lqfestiofis and atFact other
animals. Putting out only the amount of food that can be consumed in less than thirly minutes
willreduce the risks of spoiled food, disease and athacting othe,r animals. Cats and dogs should
be monitored and controlled since they ae a problem to birds, especially those that roosf nest
and forage on the ground. Pesticides to control insects should be avoided as much as possible
andfresh water should be provided daily.

We hope this mticle will encourage the reader's interest in birds found in our own
neighborhood. Urban and suburban areas will continue to grow; yet this growth need not be a
disaster for all native wildlife. Through informed land use, Tucson, and especially unique areas
such as Cal7, may be able to sustriin a diverse bird and animat community, aiding in the
corrservation of species as well as enhancing the quality of life for the human residents.

The following list of birds was compiled in 2001 by Dr. William Calder III, a leading
expert on humming birds and one of our neighbors. This list was prepared from his many years



of observation in our neighborhoodin the foothills area of Tucsora Arizona. Species listed as
*residents" shouldbe visible inthe AatT a:a,as well as ottrerparts ofthe CatalinaFoothills
Estates Development throughout most of the year. Several species are noted are "migrants'',
meaning that it is very unlikely that they will be seen. The other categories of observation
frequency are dessiHinthe footrotestothe bird list.
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Massachusetts
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